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Abstract. Typical electron velocity distribution functions observed at 1 AU from 
the Sun by the 3DP instrument onboard Wind are used as boundary conditions to 
determine the electron velocity distribution function at 4 solar radii in the corona. 
The velocity distribution functions (VDFs) at low altitude are obtained by solving 
the Fokker-Planck equation, using two different sets of boundary conditions. The 
first set typically corresponds to a VDF observed in. a low-speed solar wind flow (i.e., 
characterized by "core" and "halo" electrons); the second one corresponds to high- 
speed solar wind (i.e., characterized by "core," "halo,", and "strahl" populations). 
We use the observed electron VDFs as test particles, which are submitted to 
external forces and Coulomb collisions with a background plasma. Closer to the 
Sun, the relative density of the core electrons is found to increase compared to the 
density of the halo population. Nevertheless, we find that in order to match the 
observed distributions at i AU, suprathermal tails have to be present in the VDF 
of the test electron at low altitudes in the corona. 

1. Introduction 

What is the origin of the shape of the electron veloc- 
ity distribution functions (VDFs) observed in the solar 
wind? These VDFs exhibit, most of the time, three 
different components: a thermal core and a halo com- 
ponent, which are present at all pitch angles, and a 
sharply field aligned "strahl," which is present most of- 
ten in the fast solar wind [Feldman et al., 1975; Rosen- 
bauer et al., 1977; Pilipp et al., 1987]. The core popu- 
lation conforms closely to a displaced Maxwellian dis- 
tribution while, the hot population supports enhanced 
high energy tails that decrease as a power law of the en- 
ergy. In the low-speed solar wind, the core and the halo 
are nearly isotropic and their mean velocities are close 
to the bulk speed. In the high-speed solar wind, the 
halo component is more anisotropic and exhibits larger 
drift velocities. The strahl is mainly present in the fast 
wind. It represents the anisotropic component of halo 
electrons that stream away from the Sun with a drift 
velocity aligned with the local magnetic field direction. 
The strahl's angular extension is observed to increase 
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with the electron energy and the heliospheric distance 
[Hammond et al., 1996]. 

Some authors have proposed kinetic models for the 
heat conduction in the solar wind acceleration regions 
and attempt to describe the origin of typical I AU elec- 
tron VDFs [Ogilvie and Scudder, 1978; Scudder and Ol- 
bert, 1979a, b]. Superdiffusion processes have also been 
proposed to explain the suprathermal tails observed in 
many space plasmas [Treumann, 1997]. Nevertheless, 
the actual origin of the typical electron VDF shapes 
in the low-speed and high-speed solar wind is far from 
being understood. If the strahl population could be as- 
sumed to consist of energetic electrons escaping from 
the corona and being focused because of the magnetic 
moment conservation [Schulz and Eviatar, 1972; Feld- 
man et al., 1975], what about the symmetric halo com- 
ponent? Do these halo electrons have their origin in the 
corona, or are they due to other processes such as so- 
phisticated wave-particle interactions or, for instance, 
large-scale interplanetary Corotating Interaction Re- 
gion shock reflections? Recent studies point out that 
"velocity filtration" may be the source of high-energy 
electrons contributing to an enhanced heat flux [Scud- 
der, 1992a, b]. In order to trace the origin of the shape 
of the electron VDF, it is useful to study its change from 
inside the corona to large radial distances from the Sun. 
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The evolution of the VDF with the radial distance con- 

tains information about the physical processes in the 
acceleration region. 

In the present paper, we shed new light on this topic 
by studying a model with a test population of solar wind 
electrons submitted to Coulomb collisions with a back- 

ground electron population assumed to be MaxwellJan 
or Lorentzian. This model is an adaptation of a re- 
cent collisional model of the polar wind by Pierfatal 
and Lemaire [1998]. These authors have studied the 
diffusion and upward bulk motion of H + ions through a 
background of 0 + ions in the Earth polar wind. Note 
that the present model has been greatly inspired and is 
very similar to the Lie-$vendsen et al. [1997] model but 
with alternative boundary conditions and distributions 
of background plasma. 

A first difference from the Lie-$vendsen et al. [1997] 
model is our use of two typical shapes of the electron ve- 
locity distribution functions, measured at I AU by the 
3DP instrument on Wind [Linet al., 1995], as bound- 
ary conditions. In the Lie-Svendsen model, the bound- 
ary conditions are given deep into the corona where no 
detailed observations of the VDF are available. The 

VDF is assumed to be a displaced MaxwellJan; but it 
should be emphasized that this is only a "generally ac- 
cepted hypothesis," which is not based on any definite 
observational evidence. 

The second difference from the Lie-Svendsen et al. 

[1997] is that we do not use a classical fluid model in 
order to simulate the solar wind background density. 
Instead, we choose to use a collisionless background 
plasma whose VDF is the generalized Lorentzian func- 
tion described in detail in the exospheric model of Pier- 
rard and Lemaire [1996] and applied to the solar wind 
by Maksimovic et al. [1997a] (hereinafter refereed to as 
MPL). The reason for this choice is that such a purely 
collisionless approach is as relevant as the classical fluid 
models in their ability to account for the general proper- 
ties of the solar wind [Maksimovic et al., 1997a]. More- 
over, high-speed and low-speed solar wind background 
plasma can be simulated with small and large values 
respectively of the n parameter. 

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we 
describe our model. In the first subsection, the Fokker- 
Planck equation for the transport of electrons in the 
solar wind is discussed. We present also the method 
used to solve this transport equation. In section 2.2, 
we describe how we compute the characteristics of the 
background electron population using the MPL model. 
The third section is devoted to the results of the model 

in the corona when VDFs measured by Wind are used 
as boundary conditions at large radial distance. This is 
an innovative approach, since kinetic models generally 
consider boundary conditions at the exobase, i.e., at low 
altitudes in the corona, where the VDF of the particles 
cannot, in fact, be observed and is usually "guessed." In 
section 4, we compare our solution with another class 
of solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation. These other 

solutions are determined by two boundary conditions 
(one at low altitude in the collision-dominated region 
and another at large radial distance in the collisionless 
region). Finally, in section 5, we discuss the origin of 
suprathermal tails and the influence of the distribution 
of the background plasma. Some concluding remarks 
are also presented in this section. 

2. Description of the Model 

2.1. Fokker-Planck Equation for Test Electrons 

The kinetic transport equation for the evolution of 
the velocity distribution function f(r, v,t) of the elec- 
trons in the solar wind is 

Of(r,v,t) 
+ f v, t) Ot • 

+(a. Vv)f(r, v, t) - • c (1) 
where r and v are the position and velocity vectors, 
respectively of the particles; a is the acceleration due to 
external forces; and t is the time. In the case of the solar 
wind, the forces are the electric force, the gravitational 
force (negligible for the electrons), and the Lorentz force 
resulting from the magnetic field distribution. 

The term on the right-hand side, (dr/dr)c, represents 
the effects of the binary Coulomb collisions. We adopt 
the Fokker-Planck collision operator appropriate when 
large-angle deflections can be neglected [Spitzer, 1956, 
Hinton, 1983]: 

(dr) 0 IAf(r,v,t)_l 0 ) • c = 0v ••vv [Df(r, v, t)] (2) 
where A is the dynamic friction vector 

A _ _4•rZa2Z• e41nA ( 
(v - v') x (v') (v - 

and D is the velocity diffusion tensor 

(v - v')(v - v') ]' 
In (3) and (4), ln A is the usual Coulomb logarithm 
containing the Debye screening effect, In A •. 24. The 
index a corresponds to the test electrons;/• corresponds 
to the background electrons, m is the mass and Ze is 
the charge of the particles; fz(v •) is the velocity distri- 
bution function of the background electrons. Electron- 
proton collisions are not included here, as in the kinetic 
solar wind model of Lie-Svendsen et al. [1997]. Ow- 
ing to their small mass ratio, the electron-ion collisions 
contribute to angular (pitch angle) scattering but not 

•.2 •2,•4 
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significantly to the transfer of energy between electrons 
and protons. 

Since in this study we neglect the effects of the angu- 
lar rotation of the Sun, we assume azimuthal symmetry 
around the vertical axis, which is then parallel to the 
magnetic field direction, the gravitational force, and the 
electric force. A magnetic field distribution B(r) is as- 
sumed to be radial, varying as r -2 as in most earlier 
solar wind models such as that of Lie-$vendsen et al. 

[1997]. This assumption is not so unrealistic up to 1 
AU. Moreover, it has been shown by Chen et al. [1972] 
that a more realistic spiral magnetic field distribution 
does not significantly modify the heliocentric distribu- 
tion of the solar wind density and bulk speed obtained 
by the exospheric models. We are concerned by sta- 
tionary solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation. The 
velocity distribution is then a function of the radial dis- 
tance r, the velocity v, and p - cost), where t) is the 
angle between the velocity vector and the radial direc- 
tion. The background electrons are assumed to have a 
Lorentzian or Kappa velocity distribution function with 
a nonuniform temperature Tz(r), as in the MPL gener- 
alized Lorentzian exospheric solar wind model. 

Dimensionless velocities are defined by 

•/ mc• v Y - 2kT• v - - , (5) 

•/ m• v x- v - . (6) 
The VDF of the background electrons is assumed to 

be a nondisplaced Lorentzian (or Kappa) distribution, 
defined by 

v) = 
n0. + 1) 

2•r(nw•)•/2 r(n- 1/2)r(3/2) 

( V2 ) --(•-]-1) ß l+•-•w • (7) 

where F(x) is the gamma function, wz is the ther- 
mal speed, mz is the mass of the particles, n0z is the 
number density at a reference level r0, and n is a real 
number that must be greater than 3/2. With these def- 
initions and assumptions, the Fokker-Planck equation 
(1) becomes' 

Of Of a(r) [ Of (1-p2) 0fl + + + x 
x Of 

+wz-(1 

•-•2•rZa2Z•e41nA I mz 13/• • m• 2kT• n•(r) x 

2A• 1 + x 

•-•x• + - 1+ x 2 x mz •xx 

I c9g 0 (1-p2)0f) I x30x 01• • ' 

+6ma fJ mz 

(s) 

The appendix outlines how this equation has been ob- 
tained. The density nz and the temperature TZ of the 
background distribution vary with the radial distance. 

When the parameter n tends to the infinity, the right- 
hand side of (2) tends to the well-known expression of 
the collision term for a MaxwellJan background distri- 
bution [Hinton, 1983]: 

(9) 

This expression for the collision term has been used in 
the model of Lie-$vendsen et al. [1997]. 

It is convenient to introduce the function f•(x) - 
f(x) exp(x •) and solve (9) and (8) for the f• function. 
To obtain steady state solutions for the test electron ve- 
locity distribution function, we use a specialized spec- 
tral method similar to that described by Pierpard and 
Lemaire [1998] for the resolution of the Fokker-Planck 
equation in the polar wind. 

The solution is expanded in terms of Legendre poly- 
nomials with respect to p = cos t) [Canufo et al., 1988]: 

n--1 

f(r,x, p) - exp(-x 2) • a,(r,x)l•(p). (10) 
l--0 

The coefficients a,(r,x)in (10) are expanded as a linear 
combination of N "speed polynomials" Ss(x)' 

f(r,x, p) - exp(-x •) • a•s(r)Pl(p)Ss(x ) . 
k 1--0 s--0 

(11) 
The orthogonal speed polynomials have been intro- 
duced by $hizgal and Blackmore [1984]. 

The a•s (r) coefficients are developed in terms of Leg- 
endre polynomials for the interval [0, c] with respect to 
the dimensionless altitude variable, which corresponds 

to the number of mean free paths, z - fr• ey(r)nz (r)dr, 
where er(r) = co/[2kTz(r)]. As a result of these polyno- 
mial expansions, the VDF is approximated by 
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exp(-x 2) x (12) 

] " alsmPl(lg)•s (x)Lm (z) ß 
L I--O s--O m----O 

where n, N, and M are integers whose values are ad- 
justed to obtain the required numerical precision for the 
solution. 

The advantage of this method is that in a discrete or- 
dinate basis, the derivatives of any continuous function 
f(y) can be approximated by the following expansion: 

N-1 

(Of I • • Dijf(yj) (13) •YY Y=Yi j=0 

where Dij are the matrix elements of the derivative 
operator in the polynomial basis [$hizgal and Black- 
more, 1984]. The coefficients " of the expansion alsm 
(13) have to satisfy specific conditions [Pierrard and 
Lemaire, 1998] for the mathematical solutions of the 
Fokker-Planck equation to be definite positive and not 
singular for all quadrature points in the configuration 
space. 

The velocity distribution function f(z, x, lu) is deter- 
mined at I AU from Wind measurements, which are 
taken as boundary conditions and thus determine the 
value of the coefficients " als m at this refence level. The 
problem of finding f(z,x, lu) at the other altitudes is 
then reduced to a numerical problem of the large ma- 
trix inversion: 

Aa" = b. (14) 

For n = 10, N = 10, and M = 10, the matrix A has 
1000 x 1000 elements and the matrices a" and b have 
1000 x I elements. We have checked that a minimum of 

six polynomials of each variable x,/•, and z is required 
to obtain results that do not change significantly when 
n, N, or M is increased by one unit. In all practical 
cases, we choose 10 polynomials for each variable so 
that the results have a precision better than 10% with 
reasonably short CPU times. We obtain then 1000 val- 
ues of " which are solutions of the Fokker-Planck alsm 
equation at 10 different altitudes between I AU and 4 
Rs. We use several successive steps in radial distance 
in order to have a finer scale in the corona, where the 
density gradient is larger than at large distances. 

2.2. The Exospheric Background Electrons 

Density, temperature, and electric potential profiles 
of the background electrons are taken from the Lorentz- 
ian exospheric model (MPL) [Pierrard and Lemaire, 
1996; Maksimovic et al., 1997a]. In this exospheric 
model, the plasma is considered to be collisionless above 
a level situated at a radial distance between 3 and 10 Rs 

in the solar wind and called the exobase [Lemaire and 
$cherer, 1971a, b]. It means that in the exosphere, the 

collision term (df/dt)c is neglected in (8), which then 
becomes the Vlasov equation. 

In the exospheric approach of the problem, the so- 
lar wind is accelerated by the ambipolar electrostatic 
potential. This potential is needed to provide the 
equality of the proton and electron fluxes. Maksi- 
movic et al. [1997a] have shown that when the elec- 
tron suprathermal tails are enhanced at the exobase, 
the ambipolar electric potential is increased and the 
electrons can reach higher bulk velocities, up to 600 
km/s at 1 AU. Elsewhere, this result is somehow sup- 
ported by Maksimovic et al. [1997b]. These authors 
fitted •16,000 Ulysses electron VDFs with Kappa func- 
tions and showed a clear correlation between the solar 

wind bulk speed and the strength of suprathermal tails 
in the electron VDFs. Moreover, the Lorentzian exo- 
spheric solar wind model is supported by the fact that 
the electron VDFs, obtained in the low corona, exhibit 
suprathermal tails (see next section). 

Since we study in section 3 the radial evolutions 
of two typical electron VDFs observed at 1 AU, one 
for the slow solar wind and one for the high-speed 
streams, we will consider two different backgrounds. 
For the low-speed solar wind, the background is ob- 
tained by computing the MPL model from an exobase 
located at r0 = 5.6Rs and with the following conditions: 
•p = •c, • = •c (i.e., Maxwellian background plasma), 
he(to) : rip(to) : 5.2 x 10 TM m -s, Tp(ro) : 106 K, 
Te(ro) - 1.5 x 106 K. Under these exobase conditions, 
the solar wind velocity is 300 km/s at I AU. For the 
high-speed solar wind background, the same conditions 
are assumed at the exobase except that ne - 3, so that 
the background high-velocity plasma reaches then an 
expansion velocity of 500 km/s at I AU. 

Note that these densities and temperatures are cho- 
sen so that the background electrons and protons both 
become "collisionless" at the same exobase altitude, i.e., 
at 5.6 Rs (see MPL for more details). The background 
density, temperature, bulk velocity, and electric poten- 
tial profiles are plotted in Figure I for both cases. 

In our model, as in the work by Lie-$vendsen et al. 
[1997], the dynamic friction vector A and the veloc- 
ity diffusion tensor D are evaluated under the assump- 
tion that the velocity distribution of the target back- 
ground particles does not have a bulk velocity. This is, 
of course, a questionable assumption in these models, 
since the background electrons of the actual solar wind 
do have an expansion velocity. One can argue, how- 
ever, that the thermal speed of the background elec- 
trons (>1,500 km/s) is larger than their radial bulk 
speed ((600 km/s). Therefore the small asymmetry 
introduced by a non zero bulk speed is of little impor- 
tance. Furthermore, solar wind ions are accelerated by 
the electric potential created by the escaping electrons 
of the tails of the VDF as described in the Lorentzian 

model [Maksimovic et al., 1997a]. 
More essentially, we wish to determine how the tails 

of the solar wind electron VDF change as a function 
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Figure 1. The radial distribution of the background 
density, temperature, electric potential and bulk ve- 
locity determined by the exospheric kappa model with 
n = c• (dashed line) for the electrons in the low-speed 
solar wind and with n - 3 (solid line) in the high-speed 
solar wind. 

of the heliocentric distance. Given the observed dis-' 

tribution at I AU, we infer the magnitude of the elec- 
tron VDF suprathermal tails at 4-5 Rs, the electron 
escape flux, and the value of the thermoelectric poten- 
tial that is associated with it. Note also that assum- 

ing a nondisplaced Maxwellian or a Kappa VDF for the 
target background electrons is reasonable, since all elec- 
trons that have energies smaller than the electrostatic 
potential barrier are unable to escape and do not con- 
tribute to the net escape flux of the electrons. There- 
fore their velocity distribution should be symmetric in 
the vertical direction, unlike the displaced VDF with a 
nonzero bulk speed used in hydrodynamical models. As 
a consequence, assuming a static electron background is 
more realistic than one may consider at first glance, as 
a result of the paradigm imposed for more than three 
decades by hydrodynamical and MHD models of the 
solar wind. 

3. Results of the Model' Radial 
Evolution of Test Electron VDFs 

Typical electron velocity distribution functions mea- 
sured by the electrostatic analyzer of the 3DP instru- 
ment on Wind [Lin et al., 1995] at I AU are illus- 
trated in Figure 2. These distributions are corrected 
for the spacecraft potential and are given in the solar 
wind bulk frame of reference, which in our static back- 
ground model is assumed to have a zero bulk speed. 
The first VDF (case a) is obtained in a typical slow 
speed solar wind (v - 320 km/s, ne - 10 cm-3). The 
distribution has a nearly isotropic and Maxwellian ther- 
mal core and a hot halo population whose energy spec- 
trum decreases as a power law with the energy (see 
Figure 2a). The second distribution (case b) is more 
typical of the high-speed solar wind (v - 650 km/s, 

ne = 4 cm-3). The electron velocity distribution func- 
tion is more anisotropic and contains a population of 
strahl electrons aligned with the local magnetic field di- 
rection, as illustrated in Figure 2b. When fitting these 
two distributions with Lorentzian or Kappa functions, 
we find n _ 3.1 for case a and n •_ 2 for case b. 

No solar wind observations are available closer to the 

Sun than 0.3 AU [Pilipp et al., 1987]. At this radial dis- 
tance, the Coulomb collisions are more important. By 
solving the Fokker-Planck equation, we determine the 
electron velocity distribution function at 4 Rs in the 
corona using the observed velocity distribution func- 
tions at 215 Rs (1 AU) as boundary conditions. 

Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the calculated velocity 
distribution functions obtained at 4 Rs with the model 
described in the previous sections for low-speed and 
high-speed, respectively, typical electron VDFs. It can 
be seen that the importance of the core electrons in- 
creases in the corona, owing to the increasing impor- 
tance of Coulomb collisions, which tend to produce an 
isotropic and Maxwellian VDF for the test electrons 
that is close to the isotropic and Maxwellian distribu- 
tion of the background electrons. The Coulomb col- 
lisions have larger effects on the low-energy particles 
than on the suprathermal halo electrons. Electrons of 
higher energy are less affected by the Coulomb colli- 
sions, since their cross section varies as v 4. As a con- 
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Figure 2. Typical electron velocity distribution func- 
tions measured by the electrostatic analyzer 3DP on 
Wind and taken as a boundary condition at 1 AU, 
typical of the (a) low-speed solar wind, measured on 
January 24, 1997, at 1834 UT, and (b) high-speed so- 
lar wind, measured on the January 28, 1997 at 1336 
UT. Cross sections of the phase space density are plot- 
ted as a function of the normalized velocity parallel Yll 
(solid lines) and perpendicular Y_L (dotted lines) to the 
magnetic field direction. The Maxwellian velocity dis- 
tribution with the same thermal speed is shown by a 
dashed line. (bottom) Velocity distribution functions 
represented by isocontours of constant phase space den- 
sity in the YII, Yñ plane. The dotted circle corresponds 
to the Maxwellian thermal velocity y- X/•/2. 
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, but for electron velocity 
distribution functions obtained at 4 Rs by solving the 
Fokker-Planck equation with the velocity distribution 
functions presented in Figure 2 taken as a boundary 
condition at I AU, for the (a) low-speed and (b) high- 
speed solar wind. Note that the phase space density is 
4 orders of magnitude larger at 4 Rs in the corona than 
in Figure 2, at I AU. 

sequence, the non-Maxwellian "halo" population is al- 
ready present in the VDF at low altitudes. This implies 
that the suprathermal electrons observed at large dis- 
tances in the solar wind have their origin in the inner 
corona: halo electrons are already created deep into the 
solar corona by a process not yet clearly identified. 

For the low-speed solar wind case illustrated in Fig- 
ures 2a and 3a, the VDF of the test electrons is close 
to a Maxwellian distribution at 4 Rs. Nevertheless, a 
suprathermal tail is still present. This distribution at 
4 Rs can be fitted with a Lorentzian function with a 
Kappa index equal to n ,• 10. 

In the high-speed solar wind, the VDF has a more 
important tail at I AU. Moreover, we assume here that 
the background electrons have a Lorentzian distribution 
with important suprathermal tails (he - 3). The VDF 
found at 4 Rs has then a more enhanced suprathermal 
tail than in the case of the low-speed solar wind. A fit 
of this VDF with a Lorentzian distribution gives n -• 4, 
which is not too far from the suprathermal strength of 
the background electron distribution (he - 3). Note 
that this latter result is basically unchanged if we use 
a Maxwellian background instead of a Lorentzian one. 
Even if the VDF's suprathermal tails at 4 Rs have their 
strength attenuated with the use of a Maxwellian back- 
ground, they are still present in the corona. 

It is well known that the density in coronal holes, 
which are the source of the fast wind, is lower than in 
the other regions of the solar corona. When the den- 
sity of the background electrons in the coronal holes is 
reduced, the tail in the VDF found at 4 Rs becomes 
more prominent, since then the Coulomb collisions are 
less efficient to transfer momentum and energy to the 
test particles. 

The anisotropy of the VDF exists at all radial dis- 
tances, from 4 Ils to 1 AU; although the anisotropy is 
relatively small at 4 Rs, owing to the large values of the 
core and halo VDF at this altitude. A small anisotropy 
is thus sufficient to create the important "strahl" com- 
ponent observed at large radial distances in the solar 
wind. 

As pointed out by Lie-$vendsen et al. [1997], no self- 
consistent study of the radial distribution of the elec- 
tron VDFs has yet been carried out. The background or 
target electrons differ from the test electrons. In order 
to remediate partially this limitation and to simulate 
"self-collisions," we have applied the following proce- 
dure. The moments of the test electrons are calculated 

from the velocity distribution function found by solving 
the Fokker-Planck equation. The density is given by 

n(r) - / .f (r, v, I•) dv. (15) 
The temperature corresponds to a second-order mo- 
ment of the velocity distribution: 

1 

T(r) - õ [Til(r) + 2T_b(r)] (16) 

where 

m f v• f (r, v,/•) dv 
TII (r) - kn(r) (17) 
T2_ (r) = ra f v•f(r, v,/•) dv 2kn(r) ' (18) 

The integrals on the right-hand side of (15), (17), and 
(18) are easily performed by numerical quadrature tak- 
ing into account the polynomial expansion (13) of the 
VDF [see Pierfatal, 1997]. 

We then use the density and temperature calculated 
for the test electrons for a second step iteration. We 
recompute the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation 
to determine a second approximation of the VDF of 
the test electrons. We continue this process until the 
difference between successive iterations is smaller than 

5% for all energies. The convergence is very fast; indeed, 
the calculated density and temperature profiles for the 
test electrons are not very different from the ones of the 
background distribution. 

This procedure allows us to simulate iteratively self- 
collisions, although the expressions of the diffusion co- 
efficient D and friction tensor A are based on the as- 

sumption that the velocity distribution function of the 
background particles is fully Lorentzian and isotropic. 
Figure 3 shows, however, that this is not exactly the 
case, since the actual VDF is asymetric and not pre- 
cisely Lorentzian. 
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4. Model V½ith Boundary Conditions at 
Two Different Altitudes 

The solution of the Fokker-Planck equation depends 
on the boundary conditions. The choice of the bound- 
ary conditions is generally assumed depending on the 
expected collisional state of the plasma at a reference 
altitude. 

Collisional models of polar and solar wind with two 
boundary conditions, one at low altitude and one at 
high altitude, have been developed by Barghouthi et al. 
[1993], Lie-$vendsen and Rees [1996], and Lie-$vendsen 
et al. [1997]. These models are used, like ours, to deter- 
mine the velocity distribution function of the particles 
in the transition region between the collision-dominated 
plasma and the collisionless plasma at large radial dis- 
tances. They are based on particle-in-cell simulations 
or on the resolution of the Fokker-Planck equation by 
a finite difference numerical scheme. Such models have 

been applied to the study of the distribution of hydro- 
gen and helium ions in the terrestrial polar wind. In 
all these models, the boundary conditions are assumed 
both at low altitude and high altitude. 

At low altitude, the outward moving particles are as- 
sumed to be distributed according to an isotropic and 
Maxwellian VDF: 

(m)•/•exp(_y•) (19) f (y, to,/u • O) - no 2kT• 
At high altitude, the VDF is assumed to be truncated 
as in exospheric models: there are no particles com- 
ing from the interplanetary space in the downward loss 
cone, except trapped and ballistic particles that have 
been reflected at higher altitudes because they had not 
enough energy to escape: 

f(Y>Yesc, rl,•u<O) = 0 (20) 
f(Y < Yesc, r•,/u < O) = f(y < yesc, rl,•u > OX21) 

This choice of boundary conditions is a standard one 
and has been justified theoretically by arguing that col- 
lisions at low altitude maintain a nearly isotropic and 
Maxwellian VDF, while at high altitude, the particles 
with energies high enough to escape never return back. 
However, these boundary conditions are ad hoc, as in 
earlier exospheric models. Furthermore, the observa- 
tions show that the VDF at any radial distance has not 
necessarily a Maxwellian (exponential) tail, but usu- 
ally an enhanced population of suprathermal particles 
whose energy spectrum is better fitted by a power law 
instead of an exponential. In addition, any observed 
VDF is generally not so sharply truncated as imposed 
by (20) and (21), nor at high altitudes, nor a fortJori 
at the exobase. At low altitudes, only the upward part 
of the distribution is assumed to be Maxwellian. This 

ad hoc assumption is reminiscent of the hypothesis on 
which the early exospheric models of Jeans [1923] had 
been based and was popularized by Lemaire and Scherer 
[1970] in their exospheric or zero-order kinetic model 

of the polar wind. It should be emphasized that such 
assumptions were taken as a simple first-order approx- 
imation and postulated for convenience. Indeed, they 
allow the derivation of simple analytic expressions of 
the moments of the VDF, but such ad hoc boundary 
conditions are not absolute needs. However, disconti- 
nuities of zero and first order are artificial, and they 
are not expected to exist in actual velocity distribution 
functions observed in the polar and solar wind. The 
VDF has to be somehow asymmetric to provide the up- 
ward flux of particles and energy. In fact, the actual 
VDF at low altitude is unknown a priori but has to be 
calculated a posteriori by solving the FPE. It is this 
alternative reasoning that led us to fix the boundary 
conditions at I AU from Wind observations in order to 

determine the shape of the electron distributions lower 
in the corona. Therefore it is interesting to compare the 
results of our collisional model using similar boundary 
conditions, not only at high altitudes but also at low al- 
titudes, deep in the collision-dominated region where a 
Maxwellian VDF is a generally accepted approximation 
for upward moving particles. 

The VDFs for such an alternative kinetic model of 

the solar wind electrons are presented on Figure 4. At 
high altitudes, the results of our alternative model are 
near to truncated Maxwellians obtained at the exobase 

in the exospheric models of Lemaire and $cherer [1970]. 
This happens to be the case since we impose quite sim- 
ilar conditions at the top of the simulation region, as 
those imposed at the exobase in their collisionless mod- 
els. Furthermore, we impose a Maxwellian distribution 
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Figure 4. Velocity distribution function (VDF) of elec- 
trons at (left) 215 and (right) 4 Rs in a collisional 
model with two boundary conditions, one at high al- 
titude where the VDF is void of particles coming in 
from infinity and one at low altitude where an isotropic 
and MaxwellJan VDF is assumed for upward moving 
particles. At low altitude (4 R•), the electrons moving 
upward are assumed to have a Maxwellian VDF with a 
temperature T = 1.5 x 10 • K as in the model of Lie- 
$vendsen et al. [1997]. 
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as a boundary condition at low altitudes. Indeed, a 
Maxwellian is an obvious solution of the Fokker-Planck 

equation. Note that unlike in the calculations of Lie- 
$vendsen et al. [1997], our solutions of the FP equation 
do not show a well-focused, beam-like feature at high 
energies for •u - 1. However, as in the Lie-Svendsen et 
al. [1997] calculations, imposing a Maxwellian VDF at 
the base of our two boundaries model does not produce 
the suprathermal halo component that is observed at 1 
AU. 

In our alternative solution of the FP equation, the 
angular distribution is truncated at the high-altitude 
boundary: f(v]], vñ) has a zero-order discontinuity at 
vii - 0 (i.e., •u - 0) that is similar to that of exospheric 
model at the exobase. The origin of this discontinu- 
ity is a consequence of this special choice of boundary 
conditions. 

The radial distribution of the electron density and 
temperature in this "two boundary condition model" 
are illustrated on Figure 5 by dashed lines. Solid lines 
show the distribution assumed for the background elec- 
trons, while the dashed lines correspond to those of the 
test electrons after a few successive iterations. It can be 

seen that the radial density (i.e., the zero-order moment 
of the VDF) is not very sensitive to the type of model 
(kinetic, exospheric, hydrodynamic) adopted. There- 
fore it would be difficult to favor one type of model de- 
scription over the others, just on the basis of observed 
density or even of the average temperature distribution 
as a function of heliocentric distance. However, the bulk 
velocity and the higher odd moments of the VDF are 
much more sensitive to the anisotropy of the VDF and 
its energy spectra. 

5. Summary and Discussion 
Solar wind electron VDFs observed in the inner he- 

liosphere exhibit a large suprathermal halo component, 
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Figure 5. (top) Density and (bottom) temperature as 
a function of the radial distance in solar radius for the 
two boundary condition model. The solid line corre- 
sponds to the background model, and the dashed line 
corresponds to the test electron model. 

whose origin is still not understood. Does this halo 
population have a coronal origin, or is it a by-product 
of some sophisticated wave-particle interaction or other 
ad hoc process? The aim of this paper is to determine 
whether electron VDFs with suprathermal tails already 
exist in the low corona and how prominent these tails 
are there. 

In order to answer to this question, we have solved 
the Fokker-Planck equation for test electrons that are 
scattered by a given background solar wind plasma. As 
test particles, we use velocity distribution functions ob- 
served at I AU by the 3DP instrument on board the 
Wind spacecraft. This is our upper boundary condi- 
tion. The density and temperature distributions ob- 
tained with the Lorentzian exospheric solar wind model 
[Maksimovic et al., 1997a] have been used to simulate 
the corresponding distributions of the background or 
target particles. 

Our results indicate that suprathermal tails must ex- 
ist in the lower corona when they are observed at I AU; 
but they are much less important close to the Sun than 
those measured at larger distances. We have examined 
two different cases: (1) case a, a typical low-speed solar 
wind with a Maxwellian background plasma (he = c•), 
where at I AU, the VDF of the test electrons is fitted 
with a Lorentzian function corresponding to n = 3.6; 
and (2) case b, a typical high-speed solar wind with a 
Lorentzian background plasma with suprathermal par- 
ticles (he - 3), where at I AU, the VDF of the test 
electrons is fitted by a Lorentzian whose index kappa is 
equal to n = 2.4. Integrating the Fokker-Planck equa- 
tion for the test electrons from I AU to 4 Rs, we find 
that the electron VDFs have less important suprather- 
mal tails in the low corona, corresponding to n - 10.1 
for the slow wind model (case a) and to n - 4.2 for the 
fast wind model (case b). As expected, the suprather- 
mal tails are less attenuated by Coulomb collisions in 
the fast wind than in the slow one. 

5.1. On the Choice of Background VDF 

How important is the velocity distribution function 
of the background electrons in our modelization? To 
investigate this point, we have run our model, for the 
high speed solar wind case, with a Maxwellian back- 
ground. The result is that, in such a configuration, 
the test particles VDF obtained at 4 R8 can be fit- 
ted by a generalized Lorentzian function whose index 
kappa is equal to n - 6.5. Therefore it appears that 
a Maxwellian background does not completely remove 
suprathermal tails from the VDF deep in the corona. 
The suprathermal tails obtained at 4 R• in Figure 3b 
are not only due to the assumption that the background 
plasma has an enhanced suprathermal tail but are es- 
sentially the consequence of electron velocity distribu- 
tion functions decreasing as a power law of the energy 
at large radial distances. However, this result shows 
that in this type of collisional kinetic model, the shape 
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of the background particles plays a nonnegligible roleß 
This is why we have included the halo electrons in our 
background by using a Lorentzian background. Finally, 
note that, as mentioned previously, all our results are 
obtained under a set of specific assumptions that may 
not all be satisfied in interplanetary space. In particu- 
lar, we have neglected electron-ion collisions as well as 
wave-particle interactions, which can contribute also to 
some extent to pitch angle scattering. Examining the 
effects of electron-ion collisions on our present conclu- 
sions constitutes a future study. 

5.2. Comparisons With Previous Models and 
Observations 

To some extent, the present results support the Lo- 
rentzian exospheric model [Pierrard and Lemaire, 1996; 
Maksimovic et al., 1997a], which demonstrates that 
electron VDFs with large suprathermal tails could in- 
crease the electric potential required to provide the 
equality of the electrical currents and then accelerate 
the solar wind protons and other positive ions to higher 
bulk speed. 

From the present study, it appears that starting with 
Maxwellian distributions in the corona, there is no way 
to produce suprathermal tails in the solar wind if exter- 
nal forces and Coulomb collisions are the only processes 
acting in the solar wind. The Maxwell-Boltzman func- 
tion is an exact solution of the Fokker-Planck equation, 
but it corresponds to a corona in hydrostatic equilib- 
rium. 

Generally speaking, the pioneer work of Scudder [1992 
a, b] and the results presented here provide an alterna- 
tive point of view for solar wind acceleration. Unlike 
in hydrodynamic solar wind models, there is no need 
to invoke ad hoc momentum transfer or energy deposi- 
tion in the corona, nor MHD waves, to reach high bulk 
velocity in the solar wind. The high speed solar wind 
can be considered to be the result of large suprathermal 
tails, which are effectively observed in the solar wind at 
1 AU [Maksimovic et al., 1997b] and should exist at 
low altitude in the corona. The low-speed solar wind is 
characterized by VDF with reduced suprathermal tails. 
The moment description of the solar wind expansion by 
Leblanc and Hubert [1997] emphasizes also the impor- 
tance of high-energy tails in the acceleration process of 
the particles. 

Note that our results agree also with the study by 
Ko et al. [1996]. These authors have inferred electron 
VDFs in the lower solar corona from measurements of 

the charge states of solar wind ions at I AU. They have 
shown that electron VDF with suprathermal tails cor- 
responding to Lorentzian VDFs with n ranging from 5 
to 10 have to be assumed in the lower corona in order to 

account for the charge state of ions observed at I AU. 
With our model, we have obtained, at 4 Rs, a VDF 
that is well fitted by a n -- 10 Lorentzian function in 
the case of a MaxwellJan background corresponding to 
the low-speed solar wind; a n - 4.2 Lorentzian fits the 

electron VDF at 4 Rs in the case of the high-speed solar 
wind with a n - 3 Lorentzian background. 

The present study indicates that exospheric models 
of the solar wind, like the generalized Lorentzian model 
or Kappa model (which includes the early Maxwellian 
exospheric model as a limiting case for n --• 0•), are 
rather useful zero-order kinetic models of the solar coro- 

nal evaporation. Indeed, a great advantage of these 
models is that they are analytic and have been able 
to outline the physical origin of the thermoelectrostatic 
field accelerating the coronal ions to supersonic solar 
wind velocities. Moreover, these exospheric models pro- 
vide realistic approximate density and temperature dis- 
tributions in the solar wind. They have also proven to 
be valuable for studying the asymptotic behavior of the 
moment profiles at large heliocentric distances [Meyer- 
Vernet and Issautier, 1998]. Of course, the artificial dis- 
continuity inherent in exospheric VDFs does not exist 
in the actual velocity distribution functions observed in 
the solar wind. The sharp exobase level is a mathemat- 
ical simplification that has been overcome in this paper, 
where a post exospheric model of the solar wind elec- 
trons is proposed. A new step has been bridged that has 
freed the solution of the FP equation from such ad hoc 
and somewhat artificial assumptions about the VDF at 
the upper and lower boundaries. The VDFs imposed at 
I AU, which were determined from Wind observations, 
have no discontinuities in velocity that exist in simple 
exospheric models. 

Appendix 

A1. Diffusion and Friction Coefficients for a 
Lorentzian Function 

The Coulomb collision term can be written [Hinton, 
1983]: 

dr) Z• Z•?e 4 In A • = •4• 

(A1) 

where the functions hz(r, v) et gz(r, v) are defined by 

hz - / fz(r,v')dv, (A2) Iv-v'l 

gz - / fz(r,v')lv - v'ldv'. (A3) 
Here fz(r, v •) are the velocity distribution functions 

of the background or target particles/• with which the 
test particles c• collide. In the following, we will use the 
normalized velocity variables x and y: 

x - (2kTz) v - Yw--•' (A4) 
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AI.1. Maxwellian Distribution. The integrals 
(A2) and (A3) have been calculated analytically. For an 
isotropic Maxwellian distribution, Lie-$vendsen [1996] 
and Pierrard and Lemaire [1998] find that (A1) can be 
written: 

(dr) ZgZ•e41nA ( m• ) 3/• •c- 2• m2 a 2kTz 

' OxOx' kZOxOx) 

-2 •+m. •' f• 
where 

•(•) 

g(•) 

n 0 exp(-q• (r)) 

(AS) 

_ / 1 exp(-x '2)dx, •/• Ix-x'[ 

= eft(x) (A6) 
x 

f 1 x' [dx' - •r-•-7• exp(-x'2)lx - 

( 1) I exp(_x 2 = eft(x) X+•xx +• ) (A7) 
where erf(x) is the "error" function' 

eft(x)- • exp(-•2)d• (A8) 
ß 

Since the background velocity distribution function is 
assumed to be isotropic, the anisotropies and asymme- 
tries of the calculated test particles VDF can only be 
attributed to the boundary conditions. 

A1.2. Lorentzian Distribution. Analytic ex- 
pressions for the integrals (A6) and (A7) can also be 
obtained for other VDFs and, in particular, for an 
isotropic generalized Lorentzian or Kappa function: 

f•(x') - noz An 1+ 
2•(,•w•)S/a 

where 

V/ Vt x' = m• v' = -- 
2kT• w• 

r(n + 1) An -- 
r(n- 1/2)r(3/2)' 

The diffusion coefficient D is given by 

Co 2kT• •2 • D-2m• mz OxOx dx'f•(x')lx-x'[' 
In polar coordinates (x', p, •), this integral is: 

n __ Co 2kT/3 0 2 fo ø• 47rm• mz OxOx dx'x'2f/3(x') 

f ) d• v/x 2 + x '2 - 2xx' • 1 

, (A9) 

(A10) 

(All) 

(A12) 

(A13) 

n __ 

D __ 4•r Co 2kT• 0 2 
3 m2• mo OxOx 

+ dx'(6x '3 + 2x2x')fO(x ') . 

The friction term A is given by 

(A15) 

a • C•o ( ma)•2kTz 2m• a 1+ mz mz 

O / fO(x') (A16) 'o-• dx' Ix- x'l 

Co ( ma)•2kT• A - 4•'•-• 1+ 
m a m• m• 

[j•o x 2x'2 0x x 

+••dx'fz(x')2x' ] . (A17) 
For the generalized Lorentzian function defined in 

(A9), the integrals become 

( ma) m z Ohn (A18) A• - 2• 1+ m• m z 2kT z 

Dn - 2 Co • m/• m• 2kT/3 n/3 (A19) 0x0x 

where 

an 

gn 

1 [1 -/•2 (b2)] + I + -- (A20) 

n An [1 -/•4(b2)] x[1 -/•2(ba)] + •xx•7• • 

+ ;] •;--1 (A21) 

and where 

O•(b•) •0 b2 - Antn-a/2(1 _ t)l/2dt 

= 1 -- A•tn-3/2(1 - t)l/2dt 

(A22) 
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•0 b2 fla(b2) - A•t•-5/2(1 - t)3/2dt (A23) 

- 1 - A•t•-5/2(1 - t)3/2dt 

b2- (1+-•-) -1 . (A24) 
A2. Expression of Collision Term for a 
Lorentzian Distribution 

The collision term (A5) can be explicitely expressed 
in spherical coordinates: 

(dr) Za2Z•e41nA(m•) 3/2 c • m2a 2kTz 

where A is the Laplacian 

02 2 0 1 0 tt 2 0 A- •-•x2 + - + (1- ) . (A26) 

A2.1. Maxwellian Distribution. Thus for a 

Maxwellian distribution, the expression of the collision 
term is given by 

•2•.Z•Z•e41nA (mz )3,2 • m2a 2kT• n• 

(erf(x)[•cq2f 1 ( I c9'] 
exp(-x2) [ O2f +2 •r x/2x2 Ox 2 

+(•+2x-2ma ) Of ] x + 4max2f 
mz •xx mz 

I Og 0 •2 Of} (A27) +xaoxou(1- )• . 

Defining the function 

•(x)- erf(x) 
x 

2 exp(_x2) 
vr , 

(A28) 

one finds the usual expression: 

m2 a nz(r) 2kTz 

10 
lOgO 

2ma Of) ß • + :•(•) m z •xx 

x 3 Ox O• (1 - •2) • . (A29) 
A2.2. Lorentzian Distribution. For aLorentzian 

velocity distribution function, the collision term is given 
by 

(dr) Z•Z•e41nA (mz )3,2 - -- c • m2a 2kT• 

• [1 --/•4(b2)] (n- •/•) x• 

•10•f 1 [m•(2n-3) x• ' ••+• mzn 

+3ns/• 1+ 

[O•f 2 • max•) 0 f ma ] ß •+- 1+ +c f x mz • mz 

(1 - f)• . (•o) 
lOgO 

x 30x o• 

n• 

It can be verified that this expression tends to the 
expression given by the MaxwellJan case when the pa- 
rameter n tends to the infinity since 

lim•• 1 + 

lim•_•(1 -/•2(b2)) --> 

lim•(1 -/•4(b2)) -• 

exp(-x 2) (A31) 

2x _x•.(A32) V •e 
2x _x •. 
V• e 

4x 3 
Svr• (ASS) 

A• 2 

lim•_•3/2 -> • (A34) 

eft(x) 

erf(x) 
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